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Celtic heroes rogue guide

BATTLEBORN greet fellow heroes. currently, hellforged brace farming, will want help from fellow heroes in other servers. is a ra Thu Dec 17, 2020 8:23 Rogues are one of five character classes that players can choose to register. Rogue attacks are based on powerful rapid attacks and stealth attacks. Currently, there are no long-range
rogue attacks and they use Daggers? or Spears? as their weapon of choice, however, spears are generally passed by most classes in favor of the exclusive weapon each class. Some more exotic builds include Fist Build, Knuckle-Blade build and rare Poisoner build. This class competes with magi for the class with the most damage per
second (or Dps), with magi being traditional hard hitters. Rogues are the most DPS oriented class in Celtic heroes, a rogue's roll is doing a lot of damage quickly A traditional rogue build will be heavy power, medium vitality, low mid dexterity, and low focus A rogue needs to avoid being hit by bosses as much as possible, they don't have
enough armor to act as a tank Rogues are my heaviest class to play solo because they have dropped (melee) armor and low heals, however, playing a rogue is one of the most rewarding melee classes To easily level a rogue, I recommend a fire mag, or, if you have survival problems, a druid. When leveling with Casters, Rogues should
not be able to take damage, so having a good amount of points in Quick Reflexes for defense, and vitality for health. Alternatively, philosophy, if you don't get hit, you don't need health working. This involves having as much defense and dexterity as possible. This is rare, and most rogues choose a more conventional build. Rogue Guides:
Rogue skills are following: Poison Weapon - add dmg poison to the weap. Quick reflex - add defense, increase the chance to dodge. Quick strike - dmg. Render - dmg + short damage over time (DoT). Sneaky attack - use when you don't have aggro's mob, a lot of dmg. Assassination - use when the mob is 30% health or lower, a lot of
dmg. Life steal - dmg and heal yourself by the amount of dmg done. Hide - hide from mobs, like an invisible short-term potion, x level mobs below can not see you, increase skill to increase x, enter the fight cancels. Play Dead - pretend you're dead, mobs x level below will assume you're dead, increase skill to increase x, when your under
the effect you have 0 armor. Distraction - aggro transfer to another player when you have it. Shadowstrike - teleport to mob and dmg. Expose weakness - reduce the evasion of the mob's skill. Bomb - decrease in mafia defense, increase the chance of hitting. Riposte - counter an enemy attack for 6 seconds. This table shows the energy
consumption for each Rogue skill at each skill level. If you notice any mistakes or problems with this site, please send me a message or PM me on Celtic Heroes Forum and I'll get it Note: All Celtic Heroes content and database data are the property of Virtual Lands. This site was created by a player and is maintained as a completely free
resource for the player base of the game. That said, it takes time, effort, and some cost to keep the site up to date and running. If you want to contribute to site maintenance in a very small way, you can buy me a coffee of Difinitus, Thursday December 10, 2020 03:55 in Hello Heroes Ads! Bloodthorn Bash event returns this weekend!
Whether you will be gearing up yourself, your friends, or just like killing weeds – Bloodthorn will have an increased spawn rate of... Last post by Difinitus Mon Dec 14, 2020 08:07 by CommunityBot, Mon Apr 09, 2018 14:22 in Hei Hero General Discussion and welcome to the Celtic Heroes Forum! Celtic Heroes forum is our official hub for
all things Celtic Heroes. Here you can discuss general topics related to the world of Celtic heroes,... Last post by CommunityBot Mon Apr 09, 2018 2:22 pm by CommunityBot, Monday Feb 06, 2012 12:42 pm in Ads Please note that this is a moderated forum in order to discuss Celtic Heroes. The following rules and guidelines are in place
to help promote a user- and player-friendly environment for... Last post by CommunityBot Mon Feb 06, 2012 12:42 pm by Scooter, Wednesday 14 February 2018 10:32 Hi I can not play really hardcore as I used to, so I figure can just as well give a purpose all be all guide to make, maybe, interesting dps again for people who are either
bored to have no competition ... Last post by macthew MacBrat Tuesday January 1, 2019 14:15 by pigman, Sat Sep 08, 2012 1:26 Update 4 Guides: Friddo 1-221 click here. Reprogue Spear Build: Click here. Poisonous Build of Redogue: Click here. Mortal creed suggestions for solo success: Click here. Blrd7 update 4 great ... Last post
by Lobster Thu Aug 30, 2018 04:39 by AngelAlucard, Thu Dec 10, 2020 03:56 Hello there! After suggesting the title, I just started a crook. To build my stats, I was working towards 1 Vitality 2 Power and 2 Dexterity. I just realized that on level 25, if I'm not... Last post by Spicy Sat Dec 12, 2020 08:04 by BLRD-7, Thu Sep 05, 2013 8:38 PvP
Based Rogue: 250 Power 350 Dexterity Rest Vit. Maxed Riposte (must use at the right time, and only works vs. people who auto you, obviously). Maxed Shadow Maxed Quickstrike Maxed Last post by AngelAlucard Thu Dec 10, 2020 03:45 by Ranger123abc, Tuesday 27 November 2018 8:27 am not messed with pets and have 4 pet

tokens sitting around. Which pets (s) are best for a Last post by Cataclysm on Monday 12 October 2020 16:00 by Coyotestark35, Wednesday 08 April 2020 07:07 I just recently started playing Celtic heroes and decided to play as a rogue. I've noticed a lot of luxury stores and item stores with tons of rogue items, including those for quests.
So that's what made me... Made... post of guilty Thu Jul 02, 2020 09:18 by Doskinhead, Tuesday 26 May 2020 02:57 Is it true that a Seed T6 Poison does not add the same amount of elementary damage as a T6 Magic / Ice / or Fire? I didn't see one on my server, but a friend told me that's the case. If so, I'd be very... Last post by Ventius
Sun Jun 07, 2020 16:28 by Romeo, 25 July 2018 18:04 Hiya guys. Was wondering if some of you wouldn't mind posting a crazy little bit of big rogue stats, as in the damage attack defense, etc. Saw this topic in the warrior section didn't inspire me to play my... Last post by Shivahh Sat Mar 28, 2020 1:16 by iiKait0, Sat 25 January 2020
05:04 I just made a new rogue and I need a building that can pass me through a lot of lvls! Thank! Last post by iiKait0 Sun January 26, 2020 2:30 by LeprechaunMan, Friday January 17, 2020 06:06 Need help in how to build a rogue lock (which is better, Dex or rogue lock power). What kind of rings and stuff do I need (damage rings, stat
rings, or skill rings). You really have no idea what... Last post by BoxPlays Mon Jan 20, 2020 18:29 by tayilern, Thu Nov 28, 2019 16:38 Suggestions about improving my rogue build for solo game? I help with bosses as well, but my main focus is to be the best solo toon I possibly can be. These are all BTW stalker rings, hotswap a +4...
Last post by itemfinder Sun Dec 22, 2019 16:41 by PulledASneaky, Tuesday 12 November 2019 08:09 I can not decide between poisonous weapons and masked attack. I'm leading a shadow shot, DA build. I thought the SS would cancel the sneaky attack anyway, so I started putting points in poison weapons... Last post by
XxslendermanxX Ind Nov 27, 2019 06:29 by XxslendermanxX, Ind Nov 27, 2019 06:19 Imo da. Let's see yours. Unless you don't trust urself. And ruin your exchange. Say goodbye to me. But if you treat her like a weapon. It is a weapon where properly changed the last post of XxslendermanX Ked November 27, 2019 06:22 by
XxslendermanxX, Mon Oct 14, 2019 01:14 Hey, I want to know If using a godly bt ass ring 40% fulltime discount changed with a mord brace and gele ring with imperial attack tape double cooldown 25percent% (changed) with a quickstrike ... Last post by XxslendermanxX Ind Nov 27, 2019 06:17 by Kylorn, Thu Sep 12, 2019 01:33 Hello
everyone! I'm a level 221 rogue on Rhiannon! My current gear is following: Full EDL Haste Offhand Dark Gele Dagger Royal BT Ammy (Dex Version) Royal BT QS Misc x2 Prot Braces (Both... Last post by Shivahh Friday Sep 13, 2019 3:12 am by MrFarcrag, Sun Sep 08, 2019 11:22 Last Post by Shivahh Sun Sep 08, 2019 12:32 pm by
RegulusBlack, Friday Aug 2019 11:41 Hello everyone just wanted to create this so we can compare all the statistics between servers and help each other on what works best, also can create a rogue support group chat line/kit/discord maybe? Dex:... Last Post by Shivahh Sun Sep 01, 2019 10:36 am by Fireberserk, Friday Friday 15, 2017
10:21 Hello Rogues of all worlds, I need help with choosing gear as I somehow cant get the raid boss kill over our rangers. I'm not talking about getting prot kills as rangers have natural advantage here,... Last post by Shivahh Thu Aug 15, 2019 7:29 am of curnoia, Friday Aug 09, 2019 5:26 Hello I would like to start a rogue, but I have no
idea what status I should do by leveling it would be 2 str 2 dex and 1 vit? Could someone help me Thanks for Attention: D Last post by Shivahh Mon Aug 12, 2019 05:30 Rock, Ind Apr 17, 2019 03:37 Hello fellow rogues. I'm not aware of how active this forum is now, but I have a question for the best informed rogues or even from
experienced rogues of what jewelry they used before them... Last Post by Scooter Mon Jul 15, 2019 17:23 by Waldo, Sun Jun 30, 2019 11:30 Is a ring reaper better than 4 rings of necral blood? Should I take a ring reaper one of the slots? Last post by Macthew MacBrat Sun Jul 07, 2019 11:40 am by Clouds, Thursday Aug 16, 2018 01:43
Throughout my Journey Celtic I took many key roles in my world. I Clouds have tanked the only Geledon, I cured my clannies like a Druid, and bosses stuck like a ranger. (All while ... Last Post by RegulusBlack Ind Jun 26, 2019 12:15 by SupremeDruid, Ind May 29, 2019 10:28 What is the biggest yall have gotten exposed to? Last post by
SupremeDruid Thu May 30, 2019 15:45 by Zarfus, Monday 27 May 2019 10:57 Hello, I am Zarfus, a (currently) 191 rogue from Balor. The server that (yet) did not kill BT. This weekend, I made some considerable progress, gaining 18 levels (173-191), I reaper my first ... Last post by MrsDredd Ind May 29, 2019 15:28 by Fireberserk, Sun
Jul 22, 2018 08:04 Similar to the thread in Subforum Ranger, what bloodthorn drops would you like for your rogue? I'll start with a rudder, 2 dagger rings to replace my blood and a godly ring qs reforming. Oh and a misc Last post by Warsong Dd Apr 24, 2019 4:48 pm
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